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요 약

본 논문에서는, 협대역 음성신호의 정보로부터 광대역 음성신호를 예측하는 분할모델 분석알고리즘을 제안한다. 분할모델 

분석알고리즘에서는 10차 LPC모델을 5개의 종속적으로 연결된 2차 모델로 분리하였다. 복잡성을 감소한 2차계수모델의 

이용은 모델 파라미터와 LPC모델의 모든 극점사이의 복잡한 비선형 관계를 단순화시킨다. 모델 파라미터와 동일한 아날 

로그 극점사이의 관계를 본 논문에서 증명하였고, 각각의 2차 계수의 모델에 적용하였다. 그로 인해 광대역 음성신호는 

단순한 샘플링 변경에 의해서 얻어졌다.

ABSTRACT

In this paper, the split model analysis algorithm, which can generate the wideband speech signal from the spectral 
information of nanowband signal, is developed. The split model analysis algorithm deals with the separation of the 10th 
order LPC model into five cascade-connected 2nd order model. The use of the less complex 2nd order models allows for 

the exclusion of the complicated nonlinear relationships between model parameters and all the poles of the LPC model. 
The relationships between the model parameters and its corresponding analog poles is proved and applied to each 2nd 

order model. The wideband speech signal is obtained by changing only the sampling rate.

I. Introduction

In the LPC model, a speech formant is characterized 
by a pole frequency and its bandwidth of the transfer 
function of the synthesis filter. However, it is difficult to 

synthesize a speech formant structure by just pole 
modification. The major problem is pole interaction!]]. 

The objective of our enhancement algorithm is to reconstruct 

the wideband speech signal from the information 

contained in the narrowband one. From the narrowband 

speech signal with fn sampling rate, it is to reconstruct 
the wideband speech signal with sampling rate of fw - 

2fn. If a pole of the LPC model in normalized form can 
be expressed as Me'ja when the sampling rate is fn and 

there is no aliasing, then the pole can be expressed as 
Me』히2 when the sampling rate is fw. model parameters 

such as LPC coefficients, however, are products of highly 
nonlinear interactions of all the poles of the model. 
Hence the change of sampling rate results in a set of 

complicated relationships among model parameters unless 
the model is of second order.

Therefore, we split the 10th order LPC model, which 

is often used in speech analysis, into five 2nd order 

models in cascade form. Since each 2nd order model has 

only a pair of complex conjugate poles, the pole 

interaction does not exist in the model parameters. Two 

peak values, one of which must be located in the 

lowband (0-4kHz) and the other peak in the high-band 
(4-8kHz), exist in the spectrum of 2nd order model.

The purpose of speech enhancement algorithm is to reduce 
the background noise, improve speech quality, or suppress 

channel or speaker interference. Our new enhancement 
algorithm addresses the speech reproduction issue. In the 

following section of this chapter, our states the important 
ideas and contribution of this study. Chapter 3 presents the 
split model analysis with simulation results. Final discussion 
and possible future works are described in chapter 4.

II. S이it Model Analysis

2.1 The Relationships between AR Parametere 
아 and The Continuous Poles Sk
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Consider a real wide-sense stationary(WSS) process 

Xj(t) of finite order as the response of a minimumphase 

sjstem Ha(s) with input a white-noise process v(t)[2]. 
Tie power spectrum of this system can be expressed as

S (s)=/h (s)H (-5) 
a v a a ⑴

where /=£{电)评)} 

model, we can show that the numerator N(z) is a 
constant when the order is 2nd. When N=2, the 

numerator N(z) in equation (4) is expressed as

2sT 2s T 2s T 2sT
N(z)=C](l-e 1 )(1+e 2 )+^(1-e 2 )(J+e 1 )

( 아' v Vi 1
-仰l-e 1 > 2 +C^\-e 2 > 1 *z+z 시)

(6)

Assuming that the poles Sk of HJs) are simple, we 

expand Sa(s) into partial fractions:

s G』W + W 4]
s (s) = b < £ ------ + 2. ----------

Where N represents the order of Sa(s) and the 

coefficients Ck can be determined from the initial 

values theorem. On the other hand, the transfer function of 
the AR process of Nth order can be expressed as

First, examine the coefficients of (z+z'1) term

[ 2sT sT 2s T s 끼
-^(1-e 1 > 2 +c2(l-e 2 k1

斜 0)T[ -s.T -sT sT sT]
1 2 忡e +C^ 2 —(平 +(詩 2 )} ⑺

糾0叫 )
1 2 侦一1)"〔1)}

=0

We can calculate the constant term in equation (6) 

using the same method:

SI k
(3)

Where the coefficients ((써 are real and G is a constant.

The power spectrum for this system can be expressed as

2sT 2s T 2s 7 2s T
C^-e 1 )Q+e 2 )+弓(1% 2 )(J+e 1)

={砸) 顼珈-/「잇')

2sT 2s T
旭花砸)=q+q,R2)=qe 1 노 C£ 2

(8)

Is J
"o2 z c ---- -- ——亍—

々시 "尤)"己시) 

附=2 - - -
V N sjN\ sj" 

H(Z2  )H(Z이-次 )*
k=\ k-\

=/ 伝--- o G-------  0 =i)
V Z "N-k 3 k-N °

A=0 k k=0 k

(4)

Since denominators of equation (4) can be regarded as 
the characteristic polynomials for this system, we 
conclude that

Therefore, the power spectrum for 2nd order model 

becomes:

S미itting the LPC Synthesis Filter 
wideband speech signal would not be recons- 

by the pole modification with changing

2.2
The

tructed

the sampling rate due to the pole interaction of the 

transfer function of the LPC synthesis filter. Thus, the 
10th order LPC synthesis filter is split into five filters of 
2nd order to avoid the pole interpolation, 

function of the 10th order LPC synthesis 

expressed as

The transfer 
filter can be

N N l N sT £azNf=TKz-ek ) (5)
,c=0 k k=l

H{z)=—=———--------
A(z) 10 .

-£ " 
阵1 k

1
(9)

This equation shows the relationships between the 
coefficients of AR process and its corresponding analog 
poles. From equations (4) we know that the numerator 
M(z) of Eq. (4) is a constant, not a function of z. Since 
the Split Model Analysis is focused on the 2저 ordeT

JI I (1 _ 罕시 )(1 _ 이)

Where a i's are prediction coefficients 
pi*'s  are roots and complex conjugate roots 
respectively. In section(2.1), we showed the

and Pi's and 
of A(z), 
relation-
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ships between the parameters of AR model and its 
corresponding analog poles. Therefore, we can describe 
the relationships between model parameters of the 2nd 

order filter and corresponding analog poles, i.e.,

(10)

Where the complex poles Sk= a k+jwk. From equation(lO), 
then, we can calculate and jwk.

(11)

Now, applying new sampling interval To to equation 

(11), new model parameters with respect to To are 

obtained

5,T st T
"=_(e D +e D)

8負十。

七,2

(12)

Therefore, we are able to obtain new transfer function 

of LPC synthesis filter for the wideband signal:

"项冋产瓦K (13)

=n----------- r——;一-* = 1(1負厂')(1負厂')

Where q[s and q*k's  are new poles and complex 
conjugate poles for new sampling interval, respectively. It 

is important to notice that equation(13) for the wideband 
speech signal model is obtained by changing only the 
sampling interval from T to To

III. Experimental and Result

Now, the Split Model Analysis of LPC synthesis filter 
which is described by equation (9) through (13) is 
examined by the computer simulation. Our data which is 

sampled by 16kHz from the TIMIT speech data is /a/ 

sound of the world "hard" spoken by a female. We take 
480 samples which is the length of 30ms as a 

processing frame. Then, we normalize the original 16kHz 
sampled speech data[3].

The Normalized speech signal is applied to the split 

model analysis for generating the spectrum of 8kHz 
sampled data which is referred as the input data. The 
split model analysis generates five 2nd order filter which 

are cascade connected.

Figure (1) shows the system block diagram for this 

simulation. For comparing convenience, the 16kHz sampled 
TIMIT speech data is referred as the original and the 

input data s(n) in fig(l) is 8kHz sampled data which 

were down-sampled from the original data. In fig(2), we 

show the spectral envelope for each signal. The spectral 
envelope of the original signal illustrates that it has only 

very small amount of important information between 

4kHz and 8kHz. The spectral information of our 

reconstructed signal, described as dashed line, is compared 

and the spectrum of input signal is shown by the dotted 
line. The spectra of five 2nd order filters which are 

generated by the split model analysis are shown in fig(3) 
through(5).

IV. Conclusion and Future Work

Our objective with this paper is the clear and through 
development of split model an이ysis, which is based on 
the model-splitting concept. The split model analysis 
de이 s with the separation of the 10th order LPC model 
into five cascade-connected 2nd order model. The use of the 

less complex 2nd order models allows for the exclusion 

of the complicated nonlinear relationships between model 

parameters and all the poles of the LPC model. As a 

result, we maintain simple relationships, even though the 

sampling rate is changed. By utilizing the spectrum 
features of a 2nd order model, we can calculate the spectrum 

of the wideband speech signal with simple computation. 
We can then reconstruct the wideband speech signal from 

the narrowband information. The increased simplicity of the 
split model analysis, in our perspe아ive, is intended to be 
a suggestion towards a new direction in the speech 

signal processing. In application 伍이d, the split model 
analysis can be applied to video telephony and video 

conferencing system. Also, our studies pertaining to the 
split model analysis, allows for the reduction of the 

number of bits to allocation to the input speech signal 
and furthermore lessens the load of computation these 
systems face.
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Fig. 1. The Block diagram of the system.

Fig. 5. Spectral envelopes for the fifth 2nd o서er filter.

Fig. 2. Spectral envelopes: ' for 16kHz sampled
original data, '------ 'for 16kHz sampled reconstructed
data and - 'for 8kHz sampled input data.

Fig. 3. Spectral envelopes for the third 2nd order filter.

Fig. 4. Spectral envelopes for the fourth 2nd order filter.
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